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MULTIPLE REVENUE STREAMS GIVE BOOST
 Our readers no doubt know that the competitive 
landscape facing local television stations is pretty much 
continuously evolving as new rivals for viewers and 
advertisers emerge. It has changed drastically in the past 
five years and is incredibly different from what it is 10 or 
20 years ago, notes BIA/Kelsey in its new report, Local 
Television Stations: Maintaining an Important Presence 
in 2016 & Beyond. But while local TV is facing new 
challenges, competitors and regulatory hurdles, the BIA/
Kelsey analysts say the industry starts from a position of 
strength and has plenty of opportunity 
heading into the future.
 “Although local television will 
experience new challenges, its overall 
position remains strong and valuable 
to the media marketplace,” said Mark 
Fratrik, chief economist, BIA/Kelsey. 
“For certain advertising groups, it 
continues as an important local platform. Still, the industry 
must continue building out digital channels to reach 
local communities and deliver valuable access points for 
advertisers,” added Fratrik.
 Local TV is still the #1 player in local video advertising, 
claiming 63.6% of the marketplace. That’s despite 
increased competition from cable and online streaming 
sources. But the report notes that while live television is 
still the predominant viewing choice among consumers, 
several age groups are utilizing other sources of video 
programming. Consumers are also using additional 
sources for news beyond local television stations. Even 
so, BIA/Kagan calls local news “VIP programming” for TV 
stations, drawing audiences with higher education and 
income levels.
 Only direct mail beats TV in terms of local advertising 
revenue share—at 25%, or $36.9 billion, vs. local TV’s 
15%, or $21.9 billion. Once the 800-pound gorilla, local 
newspapers have fallen back to a 12% share, or $17.4 
billion, essentially tied with online, also 12% at $17.3 
billion. BIA/Kelsey estimates radio at an 11% share of local 
advertising, or $15.4 billion, completing the top five. 
 Looking to the future, the report says local television 
stations are continuing to provide new services with 
their digital signals and are in the planning stages for a 
massive overhaul and improvement in their transmission 
technology, though that is several years away. “What is 
not encouraging in the short term is the prospect of any 
regulatory relief of ownership rules,” the report says. As 
we reported just last week (8/12), the FCC voted to retain 
virtually all of its ownership restrictions in completion of its 
long-overdue review of its broadcast ownership rules.

ADVERTISER NEWS
 Nissan will fire the next shot in the pickup wars via what 
it calls America’s best truck warranty, five years or 100,000 
miles on the 2017 Titan and Titan XD full-size pickups. 
USA Today notes Nissan needs the help—Titan is the 
lowest-selling full-size pickup among major manufacturers 
and was outsold by the Toyota Tundra by a 10-1 margin 
last month……Hyundai’s upscale Genesis brand, 
designed to compete with Lexus, Acura and Infiniti, won’t 
have a wide assortment of models until early 2018, but it’s 
making progress on building a dealer network (expected 

to be under 300 nationally) and brand 
awareness now. Genesis is the official 
luxury automotive sponsor of the NFL 
and will sponsor a PGA tournament in 
Los Angeles to help build the brand……
MillerCoors has done it again, buying 
its third craft brewery in the last couple 
of months. This time it’s Texas-based 

Revolver Brewing and flagship brand Blood & Honey. 
MillerCoors puts all its craft brews into a unit called Tenth 
and Blake, which will now have six brands to manage……
Furniture Today says Commerce Department figures 
show furniture and home furnishings sales in July were up 
4.3% from last year and a 0.2% improvement over June. 
Adjusted sales in the sector amounted to $9.208 billion 
compared to $8.827 billion last year……While Chipotle 
has continued to open new units (116 so far of the 220-235 
it had estimated to be opened this year), whether it will 
continue to expand given current sales problems is an open 
question. On a conference call co-CEO Monty Moran said 
future openings will be assessed “with a more conservative 
lens that takes into account our current economic model, 
particularly given recent changes to our average unit 
volumes”……While food produces about $18.5 billion 
in annual sales for Target (about a fifth of its business), 
The Wall Street Journal reports that despite big efforts, 
“shoppers aren’t visiting often enough to buy the retailer’s 
fresh meats, fruits and vegetables before they spoil.” Target 
reports quarterly numbers later this week, and weak food 
sales may contribute to what’s expected to be a 2% decline 
in same-store numbers……With Medicare open enrollment 
due to open soon (and likely to bring a heavy dose of 
commercials encouraging enrollment), J.D. Power’s 
annual study on Medicare Advantage plans finds overall 
satisfaction rising despite higher annual premiums and more 
out-of-pocket expenses, as members choose plans they 
understand and perceive to be easy to work with. Power’s 
director of insurance studies comments “A consistent 
product message and brand experience as well as control 
over the delivery of care are all drivers of satisfaction.” 
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NETWORK NEWS
 The NBA starts out the 2016-17 season on ABC on 
Christmas Day featuring the Golden State Warriors 
playing last year’s champion the Cleveland Cavaliers on 
Christmas Day at 2:30 PM (ET) followed by the Chicago 
Bulls at the San Antonio Spurs at 5 PM (ET)……NBC’s 
Olympic coverage on Sunday featured gold medal 
performances from Simone Biles and Usain Bolt and 
according to Nielsen, delivered a 17.4 household rating, 
down from the previous Sunday. The total viewership for the 
Sunday coverage was just over 25 million, nowhere near 
the 31.3 million for the corresponding 
Sunday in London in 2012......An article 
in Ad Age pointed out that the average 
HH primetime rating for NBC’s Olympic 
coverage is 15.3. That represents an 
under delivery of 15-20% from the 
17.5 average from the London games. 
However, NBC Sports Chairman Mark 
Lazarus was quoted in the article saying 
that “we’ll leave the Olympic Games 
with every advertiser getting exactly 
what we agreed upon,” indicating the 
network does not anticipate a rush for make goods after 
the games end…… A TVByTheNumbers article anticipates 
no significant ratings loss with the departure of Thomas 
Gibson from Criminal Minds. The article pointed out that 
the program has experienced steady ratings for 11 seasons 
despite a fair share of cast turnovers. Other reports say that 
Gibson has hired a law firm to look into possible litigation 
following his firing from the series......The host of the Late 
Late Show on CBS, James Corden, tells Variety that 
“we’re thrilled” to receive four Emmy nominations. Corden 
also said “I just think it’s silly” when asked about rumors that 
his show will switch time slots with Stephen Colbert.

SUNDAY RATINGS
 ABC aired reruns of its game shows Sunday night 
against the Rio Olympics on NBC. As a result, all three 
programs fell to, or tied season lows according to Nielsen 
overnights. NBC averaged a 7.8 rating in Adults 18-49 and 
14.8 in Households, drawing a primetime average of 26.500 
million viewers. ABC, led by Celebrity Family Feud, was 
at 0.9 18-49, 2.8 HH and 4.392 million; CBS, with Big 
Brother, 0.8 18-49, 2.6 HH and 4.016 million; FOX 0.5 18-
49, 0.7 HH and 1.152 million; Univision 0.4 18-49, 0.8 HH 
and 1.302 million; and Telemundo 0.3 18-49, 0.3 HH and 
0.644 million.
 
THIS AND THAT
 HEI Hotels & Resorts is the latest hotel chain to report 
a data breach which may have disclosed credit card data 
from tens of thousands of customers. The hack involves 
20 hotels that HEI operates under the Starwood, Marriott, 
Hyatt and Intercontinental brands……Investors fled Hain 
Celestial Group late Monday after the maker of natural 
foods and personal-care products said it was delaying its 
quarterly financial report because of accounting issues……
The National Association of Home Builders says its 
builder confidence index rose this month, citing an increase 
in construction and a rise in the sales of new homes. 

AVAILS
 Media General’s KRON4, the San Francisco Bay 
Area’s Local News Station, seeks a Research Director. 
This person must have the ability to create and deliver 
quality presentations and research materials utilizing 
Power Point, Excel, Photoshop, Adobe, Emerging tools, 
etc. Must have the ability to differentiate our brand in the 
marketplace by working with a team of salespeople to 
develop custom advertiser solutions/marketing pieces and 
packages utilizing the latest research data. CLICK HERE 
for more info or to apply now - look for job ID RON-000089. 

E.O.E. M/F/V/D
 Winter is just around the corner! If 
you would prefer to be selling where 
summer never ends, WPBF 25, the 
Hearst owned ABC Affiliate in sunny 
West Palm Beach is looking for a 
dynamic sales superstar to join 
our fantastic sales team. The ideal 
candidate must have Broadcast TV 
sales experience and possess the 
drive and ability to thrive on multiple 
platforms in a fast paced, highly 

competitive market. Your creativity, originality, and passion 
for developing New Business will be encouraged and 
rewarded!  Click HERE to apply. EOE
 Fox 46, Charlotte seeks a Digital Sales Manager, 
responsible for exceeding the web revenue budget. This 
person will manage web 
and digital sales, inventory 
management and pricing 
for web and all digital 
products; create & traffic 
web and digital ads; create 
web and digital sales materials and sponsorships; and work 
with local sales team and FSS to achieve web goals. 4 year 
degree (B.A.) preferred. Minimum 2 year’s related sales 
experience required. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply 
now. EOE/M/F/Veteran/Disabled.
 Sales Manager: The #1 Television Station & the #1 
Local Digital Platform in Columbia, SC seeks a second 
Sales Manager to lead a progressive local sales team. 
Candidates must have 5 years media sales experience, 
and have an ability to motivate experienced sellers. A 
successful track record of generating local new business, 
non-traditional revenue, and digital sales, is needed. If you 
want to work with South Carolina’s “Station of the Year,” this 
is your chance. Qualified applicants, CLICK HERE to apply. 
No calls please. EOE-M/F/D/V
 WTVT, FOX O&O, in Tampa, FL is seeking an Account 
Executive. This opening at the top rated station in Tampa 

requires the servicing of existing 
transactional accounts along with the 
development of new broadcast and 
digital business. Candidate must be 
highly motivated and possess strong 
presentation and prospecting skills. 
Position requires prior broadcast sales 
experience, preferably in an LPM 
market. College degree is preferred. 

CLICK HERE for more information or to apply for this 
position. EOE/M/F/Veteran/Disabled

8/16/2016

The Olympics are going well 
so far. USA is first in gold! 
Seventh in literacy, but it’s 

about priorities.

Larry the Cable Guy

http://www.mediageneral.com/
http://careers.hearsttelevision.com/ShowJob/Id/858699/Account-Executive/
http://www.spotsndots.com/classifieds/job/management/digital-sales-manager---charlotte-nc/ad_fd5b4bb2-60ce-11e6-9bcd-c729bf45626e.html
https://careers-raycommedia.icims.com/jobs/5570/sales-manager/job
https://foxtv.taleo.net/careersection/tampa/jobdetail.ftl?job=16000348
http://www.linkedin.com/in/spotsndots
http://twitter.com/spotsndots
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TWITTER LOSING SOCIAL USERS SHARE
 In its latest forecast of U.S. Twitter usage, eMarketer 
has significantly downgraded its projections amid nearly 
stagnant growth reported by the company in Q2. By the 
end of this year, 52.2 million people in the U.S. will access 
their Twitter accounts at least once a month eMarketer 
forecasts. That’s only a 2.0% increase over last year—not 
the 8% increase that the firm had forecast in February. Also, 
eMarketer has flattened its growth estimates for the next 
four years—saying Twitter will add just 3.6 million users 
by 2020 instead of the 13.9 million previously forecast. As 
a result, it will lag behind the growth of 
social network usage as a whole.
 “Twitter continues to struggle with 
growing its user base because new 
users often find the product unwieldy 
and difficult to navigate, which makes 
it challenging to find long-term value in 
being an active user,” said eMarketer 
forecasting analyst Oscar Orozco. 
“Also, new product initiatives have had 
little impact in attracting new users.”
 This year, eMarketer estimates that 
Twitter will capture a 28.1% share of social network users 
in the U.S., a decrease from 2015. In fact, eMarketer now 
expects Twitter’s share of social network usage to continue 
to decline through 2020, whereas it had forecast in February 
that its share would continue to increase. Twitter’s declining 
share is largely due to social platforms such as Snapchat, 
Instagram and messaging apps hurting Twitter’s growth 
prospects more than previously expected.
 “To keep itself competitive, Twitter should play to its 
strengths. It has had success with live broadcasting and 
should continue to make deals to stream sports and political 
events,” says Orozco. Noting that video is now the #1 digital 
ad format in terms of revenue, he suggests that Twitter 
could potentially begin to more successfully monetize its 
user base by investing in video—particularly live video—
and might grow its user base as well.

UPBEAT OUTLOOK FOR CABLE INDUSTRY
 The next 10 years look pretty bright for the U.S. cable 
industry, according to a new research report from SNL 
Kagan, which is part of S&P Global Market Intelligence. 
The most recent information from the analysts indicates that 
the industry’s broadband advantage and bundling stance 
will enhance revenues from 2016 to 2026.
 The revised cable forecast incorporates a slightly 
improved outlook for the video segment, but the big growth 
area is in broadband services, boosting revenues from 
both residential and commercial customers. Residential 
revenues are projected to increase from $108.38 billion 
in 2016 to $117.7 billion in 2026, or $9.32 billion over the 
10-year interval. Contributions from commercial services 
will help push total industry revenue from $130.57 billion in 
2016 to $140.99 billion in 2016, or $10.42 billion over the 
10-year period.
 In addition to broadband, advertising is an area of 
strength. Despite a decline in net subscribers, SNL Kagan’s 
analysts say net advertising revenue for cable operators is 
expected to grow at a 4.3% compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) through 2026 to reach $6.3 billion.

AVAILS
 Are you an experienced AE who can manage and 
grow an established key account list? Then THIS is the 
opportunity you are looking for in a 
top 25 market! WAXN TV-64, part of 
Cox Media Group’s top-rated duopoly 
in fast-growing Charlotte, NC, has an 
immediate opening on our team for a 
skilled account executive/negotiator. 
Successful candidates will be able to 
dissect RFP’s, identify key revenue 

opportunities, and 
deliver winning solutions to a key 
account list. Please call or email Mark 
Afshar, LSM at 704.371.3120 or email: 
mark.afshar@waxntv64.com. Equal 
Opportunity Employer.

MORE AVAILS ARE ONLINE @ 
SPOTSNDOTS.COM
To place a classified, please email: 
ads@spotsndots.com

AMEX: BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPENDING SOARS
 Back-to-school (BTS) shopping is already well 
underway and the latest American Express Spending & 
Saving Tracker report says spending is up sharply this year. 
Parents are expected to spend an average $1,642 on BTS 
expenses this year, up from $1,239 in 2015.
 “When looking at trending data on this topic from the 
past five years, 2016 is showing the largest year-over-year 
increase for back-to-school shopping,” said Jed Scala, 
SVP, Consumer Lending at American Express. “This may be 
attributed to an ever-evolving back-to-school shopping list 
and, perhaps, parents’ ability and willingness to spend more 
when it comes to education and extracurricular activities.”
 Spending on technology is expected to rise to $505 this 
year from $466 a year ago. A whopping 92% of parents 
report that their kids are using tech for learning—up 10 
points from 82% last year. And while tech is the big gainer, 
all categories in the AMEX survey are up for BTS spending. 
School supplies rise to $138 from $111 and clothing & 
accessories to $293 from $269, to cite just two examples.

REPORT: CRIMINAL ACTS FOUND AT VW
 The Wall Street Journal reports that U.S. prosecutors 
have found evidence of criminal wrongdoing in the emission 
test cheating scandal at Volkswagen AG. The report says 
settlement talks are underway, which are expected to result 
in charges and significant financial penalties for the car 
maker. What’s not clear is whether the U.S. Department of 
Justice will seek to charge any individuals, many of whom 
reside in Germany.

DONE DEALS
 Fox News co-president Jack Abernethy has named 
Sharri Berg COO of Fox Television Stations. Berg was 
promoted to SVP of Fox News and Fox Television Stations 
in October 2005, and will continue in her role at Fox News 
Channel, overseeing the synergy between Fox News and 
the news operations at FOX-owned stations……Daniel 
McDonald, former executive director of Programming and 
Consumer Research at National Geographic Channels, 
has been named vice president of Research for the National 
Association of Broadcasters (NAB). The position was 
previously held by Tanya Van Pool.
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There’s a new trend now of 
parents naming their children 
after characters in Pokémon 
Go. Personally, I think this 
is a mistake, and so do my 
daughters Mario and Luigi.

Jimmy Fallon
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